We discuss the bibliography on control problems for systems with persistent memory
Introduction
We present an overview of the controllability results for a class of systems described by equations whose prototype has the following form:
N(t − s)Aw(s) ds + F (t) . (1.1)
Here A is the infinitesimal generator of a C 0 -semigroup in a Hilbert space X. Actually, in the cases that have been studied from the point of view of controllability A is the laplacian or the Navier operator of three-dimensional elasticity (possibly a second order uniformly elliptic operator) when studying wave type equation or the bilaplacian (in the study of the vibration of a plate).
Of course we must associate suitable initial and boundary conditions, as described below.
The function N(t) is called the memory or the relaxation kernel. We assume N ∈ C k ([0, +∞)) (k ≥ 1 as specified below); α ≥ 0 and if α = 0 then we assume N(0) > 0 (these conditions imply well posedness of the process, see below).
When α = 0 and N(0) > 0, a case encountered in particular in the study of viscoelasticity, eq. (1.1) is often written in the following form form:
There is a large recent literature on controllability of fractional systems (in this case N(t) is weakly singular at t = 0) but we are not going to consider this case. We refer for example to [12, 56, 115, 116, 123] and reference therein. We note also that we confine ourselves to review controllability of linear systems.
A short overview of the origin of the models
It might have an interest to shortly describe the origin of this class of systems which have been introduced in the second half of the XIX century independently by several authors and for different reasons. One of the earliest appearence of systems of the form (1.1) is in a paper of J.C. Maxwell, which uses eq. (1.1) to model a viscoelastic fluid (see [89] ). In that paper J.C. Maxwell introduced a device which then became standard in the engineering description of viscoelastic materials: any element of a viscoelastic fluid is described as a "cell" which contains both a spring and a damper in series, so that the stress solves σ ′ (x, t) = − 1 τ σ(x, t) − κ∇w(x, t) τ > 0 , η > 0 .
Combining this material law with conservation of momentum, we get eq. (1.1) with α = 0 and a memory kernel of the form N(t) = βe −ηt . If instead the element is modelled as a spring and damper in parallel then we get Voigt model (the case α > 0 is a generalization of Voigt model). A nice discussion is in [66, Ch. 5] and in [58, Ch. 1] .
The use of "general" kernels in viscoelasticity appears in the linearization of the Boltzmann equations and are justified by the Boltzmann superposition principle (see [10, 11] ), which is a consequence of the following observation: if a viscoelastic body is subject to a certain stress, it will need some time to attain the corresponding deformation: in a certain small interval of time ∆s it will only undergone a "partial" deformation. Conversely, when the external stress is removed, the deformed configuration and the corresponding interior stress will slowly relax. The strain in position x approximately equal to ∇w(x, s) on an interval of time (s, s + h) produces a stress at the future times and at the time t > s it contributes a stress approximately equal to −N(t − s)∇w(x, s)h, at the same point x. At time t the stresses produced by the previous strains ∇w(x, s) are summed, so leading to an equation of the form (1.1). These ideas, further developed by V. Volterra, see [120] [121] [122] , are subsumed by the following law which relates strain and stress, and which replaced Hook law (for linear systems):
As first proved in [65] , are viscoelastic materials. At the time, glasses where used as dielectric in capacitors (Leiden Jars). On the suggestion of J.C. Maxwell, the viscoelastic properties of glasses where exploited in [52, 53] to explain the relaxation of the potential of a capacitor when the dielectric is not the void. In these papers, J. Hopkinson realized that kernels N(t) = β k e −η k t satisfactorily fit experimental data and this fact was interpreted as follows: a glass constituted by only one silicate would produce a discharge law which relaxes in time with one exponential βe −ηt . Real glasses are a mixture of different silicates. Each one of them produces a relaxed discharge, relaxing with its own exponential kernel βe −ηt : these different exponential relaxation kernels have to be linearly combined in order to have an accurate description of the process. This justifies the appearance of the kernel
which is called a Prony sum in engineering literature. Few years later, in 1889, M.J. Curie in his studies on piezoelectricity noted that the discharge of capacitors with certain crystals as dielectric is best described by a rational law i(t) = (const)/t γ (see [23] ). This leads to a fractional integral law for the current released by a capacitors with cristalline dielectric (see [125] ). A fractional integral is a common model for distributed systems with persistent memory, and now much studied also from the point of view of controllability. As already stated however we are not going to review results concerning singular kernels.
H. Jeffreys introduced the special case α > 0 and N(t) = βe −ηt in order to take into account viscosity of the ocean water (see [57] ).
Finally we mention that eq. (1.1) is also used in the study of ferromagnetic materials, as first proposed in by D. Graffi in [42, 43] (see also [121, Ch. 3] .
Note that when N(t) = βe −ηt and α = 0 then eq. (1.1) (with A = ∆ and F (t) = 0) is the integrated version of the telegrapher's equation
and it is known that solutions of eq. (2.1) have a wavefront, a discontinuity in the direction of the propagation, but not backward (unless η = 0 when the equation reduces to the wave equation). This "forward wavefront" is observed in the diffusion of solutes in solvents with complex molecular structure, and for this reason eq. (2.1) and more in general (1.1) are used also to model nonfickian diffusion (see [20] ), for example in biology. It seems that the use of eq. (1.1) in order to model diffusion in polymers goes back to the late forthies of the XX-century (see [30] ), but I was unable to locate the earliest appearence of this model. Equation (2.1) was first introduced in thermodynamics in [15] as an "hyperbolic" model for heat diffusion with a finite propagation speed. Finally, [21, 45] introduced the general eq. (1.1) to model heat processes (in fact, the model introduced in [45] is more complex, with two memory kernels, but it can be reduced to eq. (1.1) if the memory kernels are known).
The material property which leads to eq. (1.1) in thermodynamics is the following temperature/flux law, which replaces Fourier law:
(so that in this case A = ∆). Stimulated by so many applications, distributed system with persistent memory described by eq. (1.1) (or more general equations) with suitable initial and boundary conditions, became a subject of intense study (see for example the books [1, 20, 36, 110, 113] ). Among the problem which received the wider attention we list:
• definition of energies;
• conditions imposed to the kernel by fundamental physical law (dissipation of energy and the second principle of thermodynamics);
• conditions on the kernel which ensure (strong or exponential) stability;
• conditions on the kernel such that signal propagates with finite or infinite speed;
• identification problems (of inputs or coefficients, in particular of the relaxation kernel) on the basis of suitable measurements taken on the system;
• control problems, which is the most recent topic.
Papers on the finite or infinite speed of propagation are particularly important to us, since they relate eq. (1.1) either to the heat or the wave equation. Among the relevant paper we cite [32, 38, 51, 93] and in particular [109] . It is proved in this paper that when α = 0 signals propagate with a finite speed if N(t) is smooth for t ≥ 0 and if N(0) > 0. (the velocity of propagation is N(0)). In this case the initial conditions are not smoothed. If instead N(t) ∼ 1/t γ , γ ∈ (0, 1), like in Curie law, then the velocity of propagation is still finite but the signal is smoothed. In particular this implies that exact reachability of an arbitrary specified target is impossible in this case.
A rich overview on eq. (1.1) is in [59, 60] .
Classification of systems
As we stated, we are not going to consider the case that N(t) has a singularity at t = 0 and the previous observations suggest that we distinguish between the following two classes of systems:
(CG) (after Colemann and Gurtin) is the case α > 0. The special case N = 0 is the heat equation. If α > 0 and N(t) = 1 we get the Voigt model.
(GP) (after Gurtin and Pipkin) is the case α = 0 and N(0) > 0. The special case α = 0 and N(t) ≡ 1 is the wave equation.
Special cases are
(MC) (after Maxwell and Cattaneo) which is (GP) when N(t) = βe −ηt .
(J) (after Jeffrey) which is (CG) with N(t) = βe −ηt .
There is a large literature on controllability of the telegrapher's or Voigth equations. We are not going to review these results unless strictly relevant to (CG) or (GP) models (in the form (MC) or (J)).
We note that the special case of (MC) with F (t) = N(t)ξ = e −ηt ξ is the MGT equation of acoustics (ξ depends on the initial conditions), see [13, 31] .
Finally:
• if α = 0 and N(0) = 0, then eq. (1.1) might not be well posed, as seen from the following example:
which is the integrated version of
This equation, for example on (0, π) with Dirichlet homogeneous boundary condition, is not well posed, see [37, p. 99 ].
• The differential operators (denoted A) inside and outside the memory integral might be different, as in [119] .
Euristics on the relations of the wave and heat equations with the equation with persistent memory
Finite propagation speed and the presence of the wavefront suggest that certain properties of the wave equation are retained by the (GP) model. In order to see the relations, let us look at the following figures. We consider
and
We choose
. Figure 1 shows the plots at time T = π/4 of the solution of (GP) (left) and of (CG) (right, here α = 1) The noticeable fact is that (CG) is quite similar to the heat equation while (GP) displays a significant similarity and also a significant difference with the wave equation. The velocity of the wave is N(0) = 1 so that at time t = π/4 the wave did not hit the ends of the interval and it displays the same wavefront in the direction of the motion as the wave equation but it does not became zero backward: the solution of the wave equation leaves no memory of itself after it has passed over a point P while the memory of (GP) persists. This is confirmed by fig. 2 which shows the solutions (GP) and of the wave equation after the reflection, i.e. at time T > π/2.
It is clear that the most interesting features are displayed by (GP) and it makes sense to try to understand better the discrepancy between the solutions of (GP) and the wave equation. The next plots, in fig. 3 , decompose the solutions at the time T = π/4 (as displayed in fig. 1 ) of (GP) and of the wave equations in the contribution of the low and high frequencies (the frequency cut is at the 30-th eigenvalue) Note that the solution of (GP) is not zero on any interval.
These figures display the well known fact that at high frequency a viscoelastic material behaves like a purely elastic one, and the discrepancy is mostly due to the low frequency components.
The previous plots suggest that the (GP) equation should approximate the wave equation. In fact, if N(t) is "constant enough" we have a good approximation. To understand this point, we consider (MC) with N(t) = e −kt (the initial condition is a step function centered at t = π/2, as in the previous figures). Figure 4 on the left shows the plots of the solutions at the time T = 2.5, i.e. after the reflection, of the wave equation (blue) and (MC) (red) for various values of k, equal 4 , 4/2 , . . . , 4/9.
Even more interesting is the fact that (GP) can be used also to approximate the heat equation (from the point of view of the plots of the solutions and not from the point of view of the analytic properties of the solutions) and this justifies the use of (GP) as an hyperbolic model of heat diffusion proposed in [15, 45] . This is shown by the plots in fig. 4 (right) which show the solution of the heat equation (at time T = 2.5) and of (MC) when the kernel is N(t) = ke −kt k = 4 , 8 , 12 , . . . , 36 (the initial condition is a step function centered at t = π/2, as in the previous figures). It is impossible and out of our goal to describe the many papers devoted to the study of the solutions of eq. (1.1) and similar equations. We confine ourselves to a short description.
Due to the Volterra structure of the equation, a natural approach to the definition/analysis of the solutions is via Laplace transform. In fact, let the initial condition be
Then, the formal Laplace transform of eq. (1.1) gives the following Laplace equation forŵ(λ) =ŵ(λ, x), which has to be solved for every λ in a suitable right hand plane:
If it is possible to prove that
is the Laplace tranformation of a function w(t), in a suitable space, then it is natural to choose such function w as the solution of the problem. This idea has been used for example in [24, 25, 93] and in the important book [108] . It is used in [7, 28, 29] to prove finite propagation speed, when the kernel has a strictly proper rational Laplace transform and in the already cited paper [109] where, we recall, it is proved that signals propagate with a finite speed if N(t) is smooth for t ≥ 0 with N(0) > 0 and also if if N(t) ∼ 1/t γ , γ ∈ (0, 1) for t → 0 + but a (forward) wavefront exists only in the first case. See [22] for a different approach. When the boundary condition is nonhomogeneous, for example (w − Df ) ∈ dom A (for example when A = ∆ with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions this amount to impose w(x, t) = f (x, t) x ∈ ∂Ω) then the solution is often defined by transposition, as for example in [8, 41, 64, 92] .
When M(t) in eq. (1.2) is of class H 2 (i.e. N ∈ H 3 ) an important observation in [86, 87] , can be used to represent eq. (1.1) as
The trick is to formally solve the Volterra integral equation (1.2) respect to the "unknown" Aw followed by two integration by parts. This method, known as "MacCamy trick", is used to simplify the treatment of eq. (1.1) but (1.1) can also be studied directly, even without the help of MacCamy trick. We mention an important paper, [7] , which concerns (GP). In this paper, the solutions of eq. (1.1) (with A = ∆ and homogeneous boundary conditions) are represented via cosine operator theory. Using the cosine representation of the wave equation with boundary control in [70] , Belleni-Morante representation can be extended to the case that the boundary condition is nonhomogeneous, as done in [95] .
When α > 0 a similar idea, with e At in the place of the cosine operator generated by A, had already been used in [39] .
Finally, we mention an important approach, introduced in [27] , which reduces (1.1) to a semigroup system in a suitable "state space". This approach is of the utmost importance in the study of energies, the asymptotic properties, non linear perturbation and the definition of state (see [35] ) but it does not seem to be usable in the study of controllability.
In the special case that the kernel is a Prony sum, a a representation of the system which displays several "components" of the solution and which is related to the study of controllability is in [19, 111, 124] .
An overview of the results on controllability
Interest on controllability of systems with memory arose in the '80-thies of the last century. The oldest paper on controllability I know, [6] , studies controllability for (CG) but most of the significant results on controllability of (CG) are recent while controllability of (GP) has a longer and richer history. So, we consider (GP) first.
The prototype of (GP) (i.e. eq. (1.1) with α = 0 and N(0) > 0) is often written in the form (1.2) or (4.1).
We noted that, when K = 0 and A = ∆, eq. (4.1) reduces to the telegrapher's equation. We are not going to consider such special case but we mention the fact that the telegrapher's equation has the same controllability properties as the wave equation. In particular there exist subsets of ∂Ω and correspondigly times T such that the wave and the telegrapher's equation are controllable in L 2 (Ω) × H −1 (Ω) using square integrable controls applied to Γ, see [118] , which gives a proof based on HUM method and, in the case dim Ω = 1, the paper [117] which uses a moment operator approach.
The controllability of (GP) equation
The study of controllability of (GP) (not reduced to the telegrapher's equation) was initiated in the PhD thesis of G. Leugering, supervised by W. Krabs. The first published paper is [72] . This paper studies controllability in a 2-dimensional region Ω ⊆ IR 2 (but the dimension 2 seems then absorbed by the abstract formulation used in this paper) under the action of an L 2 control everywhere and evenly distributed in Ω. This means that the system is described by eq. (1.2) and
(Ω) for every T > 0 is the control. It is assumed that the operator −A is selfadjoint positive defined and it has an orthonormal sequence of eigenvectors φ n which span the space X = L 2 (Ω). The paper is mostly devoted to derive a representation formula for the solutions under suitable assumptions (in particular, the resolvent kernel of M(t) is square integrable and completely monotonic).
The special assumptions on the relaxation kernel and in particular the the fact that the control is everywhere and evenly distributed in the region, have the following consequence: let u solve
(with zero initial conditions, like the solution w). The formula for the solutions easily shows that at any time T > 0 the difference w
is surjective in dom (−A) 1/2 × X and so
is surjective too. The proof of quasinilpotency uses in a crucial way the special fact that the control acts evenly and everywhere on Ω. The proof in this paper cannot be adapted to more general cases, not even to the case F = b(x)f (x, t) (f is the control and b(x) not a constant); but, the idea seen in this special case has been used in almost every subsequent paper. The idea is as follows: we associate to (1.1) (with α = 0) or to its different versions (1.2) or (4.1) the associated "wave" equation (in concrete cases A is a partial differential operator in a region Ω and the control may acts on a part of the the boundary). Let the initial conditions be zero and let u f , w f be the solutions which correspond to the control f . Let
(sometimes only the first components-the displacement 2 -is considered). The concrete cases that have been studied are cases in which it is already known that Λ E is surjective and it is then proved that surjectivity is retained by
is "small" in a suitable sense. We distinguish two cases (Small) "smallness" in norm since surjectivity is retained by perturbation of small norm;
Surjectivity is not retained under compact perturbation. It is only preserved the fact that the image is closed with finite codimension. An additional argument is then needed to conclude surjectivity.
A paper which do not use these ideas is [40] (and also [74, 77, 127 ] discussed below). The higly technical paper [40] studies the case that A is a uniformly elliptic operator is a region Ω and the control is a distributed control in Ω (possibly localized close to a suitable part of the boundary). Controllability is proved via Carleman estimates of the adjoint system.
Both the approaches have their merits:
• usually, the (Small) approach require that the memory kernel have a "small" norm, but it may be possible to prove controllability for kernels which have low regularity;
• the (Comp) approach can be used for large memories, but more regularity is required.
The papers which uses the approach (Small) assume that the memory kernel is "small". Often it is assumed that N(t) = ǫN 0 (t) and typical statements are the existence of ǫ 0 such that controllability holds for 0 ≤ ǫ < ǫ 0 as in the final chapter of [68] , which studies controllability of a Kirchhoff plate with memory when the control acts in a particular boundary conditions. Also the paper [69] studies controllability of a Kirchhoff plate with memory when the control acts in a more natural boundary conditions. The special feature of the model in [69] is that the operator (5.3) is small in norm (if ǫ < ǫ 0 ) but not compact.
Of course ǫ 0 depends on N 0 (t). The dependence is made explicitly in the paper 3 [82] which studies controllability of (MC). It is proved that controllability holds provided that β < ǫ 0 = 2 3 η thanks to delicate estimates and the use of Ingham and Haraux type inequalities.
The paper [16] proves controllability of a viscoelstic incompressible body under a "smallness" assumption of the memory kernel and of its derivative.
(Small) has been used also in the study of interconnected systems, when one of the connected systems has a memory, as in [91, 92] . The paper [41] studies an interconnected system and the "smallness" assumption is not on the memory kernels but on the "strength" of the interconnection.
In the special case that Au = u xx or Au = u xxxx (viscoelastic string or beams) it is also possible to study controllability directly, without relaying on either (Small) or (Comp), as in [77] . This paper reduces controllability (of a viscoelastic string) to the solution of a Volterra integral equation of the second kind thanks to D'Alembert formula. A similar approach is in [4] whose final section 4 studies reachability of smooth targets when the controls are evenly distributed on a subset of the interval occupied by a viscoelastic string. In [74] controllability is proved via abelian theorems for the Laplace transform. This paper studies controllability under boundary control, as [76, 79] . More specifically, the paper [74] studies controllability of a viscoelastic beam under the action of a boundary control, i.e. the equation is now
Signals propagate with infinite speed, a property which permits controllability at an arbitrary small time (as first proved in [128] for systems without memory). Infinite velocity of propagation is inherited by the viscoelastic system and exact controllability is proved in [74] , provided that M ∈ W 1,2 (0, T ) for every T and M(0) = 0, in a suitable space defined in terms of the spectral properties of the bilaplacian. The proof of controllability rests on estimates of the eigenfunction of the bilaplacian derived in [67] . These estimates are used in order to prove that the adjoint of the controllability operator is co- at every complex frequency λ (H computed from the associated equation with the memory M put equal zero). The assumption that dim Ω = 1 is used in order to explicitly solve this equation for every λ (in a right half plane). The analogous of eq. (5.4) can be explicitly solved also in domains Ω with dim Ω > 1, provided that Ω has a special form. In particular if Ω is a square Ω = (0, l) × (0, l). This case is treated with similar methods in [76] . The case of general (smooth) regions with one boundary control in different boundary conditions is in [63, 106] via (Comp) (the paper [63] is discussed below).
Finally we cite [73, 75, 77] . Noticeable following papers study controllability in a (smooth) region Ω ⊆ IR n , with boundary control in the deformation (i.e. in the Dirichlet boundary condition). In particular, [126] and [64] appeared in the early 90-thies of the last century (the method in this paper are extended to the control of a plate equation in [63] ). The (Comp) approach is used in these papers. The paper [126] studies system (4.1) with b = 0 and smooth kernel 6 (of class W 1,1 (0, T )). Both these papers lift the direct inequality 7 from the wave equation to the (GP) equation. As we said, [126] assume more regularity of the kerne, while [63, 64] assume that the control act on the entire boundary. In fact the the direct inequality holds without this regularity assumption 8 , as proved in [63, 64, [104] [105] [106] [107] . After that, these references use a compactness/uniqueness argument to derive controllability.
As we noted, the paper [63, 64] base the proof on the fact that the control acts on the entire boundary while [104] [105] [106] [107] use solely controllability of the associated "wave" equation without assumptions on the active part of the 6 in fact, in the papers [63, 64, 126] the kernel is K(t, s) instead of K(t − s) and b = b(t) in the papers [63, 64] but this facts do not add difficulties to the problem. The paper [126] implicitly assume the MacCamy transformation already done.
7 i.e. the fact that the trace on ∂Ω of the normal derivative of a wave equation (with homogeneous boundary conditions and initial data in
) is square integrable. 8 the direct inequality has been proved for (MC) in [84] using multiplier methods. As "admissibility" of the input or of the output operator, it has been studied for example in [46, 55, 56, 61] by using techniques of harmonic analysis. An Hautus' type condition, as examined in [26] , should have a role in this approach.
boundary (a part the geometric control condition in [5, 14] ). The paper [106, 107] proves controllability of the plate and Navier equations.
The reason for this assumption that the control acts on the entire boundary in [63, 64] is the use of a unique continuation result for the adjoint equation, which uses a delicate analysis of the extension of a solution which is zero on the boundary, with normal derivative equal zero too, to a larger region.
My interest on this subject was stimulated by Maria Grazia Naso talk at the IFIP-TC7 Conference in Antibes (2003), where she presented the results in [91] . The paper [95] was inspired by this talk. This paper in particular extends Belleni-Morante approach (in [7] ) to the representation of the solutions of (GP) with boundary controls and it uses the obtained representation formula in order to prove compactness of the operator (5.3). Surjectivity is then proved via Laplace transformation of the solutions and Baire Theorem. The "sharp control time" was not identified in this paper (see a correction to the last part of the paper in [99] ).
A different use of compactness is in the papers [96, 98] 9 . these papers consider controllability of a string with boundary control and identify a special sequence related to controllability 10 . Controllability holds if and only if this sequence is a Riesz sequence, i.e. if and only if it can be transformed to an orthonormal sequence by a linear bounded boundedly invertible transformation. This approach has then been extended in [104] to bodies occupying bounded regions regions in IR n (with smooth boundary. In the applications of course n ≤ 3).
One of the sequences encountered in this papers (for bodies in regions of IR n ) is {z n (t)γ 1 φ n } (γ 1 is the trace of the normal derivative) where z n (t) solves
The fact that {z n (t)γ 1 φ n } is a Riesz sequence is a consequence of the controllability of the associated wave equation, as proved via Bari Theorem, hence using a compactness argument (in fact, it is true that the full force of the Bari Theorem is not needed in the proof, see [103, Th. 3.10 and Ex. 3.15] ).
In [104] , this Riesz sequence has been used to identify the infimum of the control times.
The operator approach in [95] and the moment approach in [104] have been merged to prove controllability in three dimensional viscoelasticity and for viscoelastic plates in [106, 107] .
Finally, we note that the papers we cited up to now essentially study controllability when the control is either distributed within the region occupied by the body, or it affects the boundary deformation. Boundary control in the Dirichlet condition is important for the solution of inverse problems (we are not going to review these results). Applications to mechanics are more likely to control via the boundary traction. Control under boundary traction of a viscoelastic string is studied in [94] .
Controllability of the stress or flux
The problems considered in the papers cited up to now concern controllability of the pair (w(T ), w ′ (T )) (or of solely w(T )). According to the different applications, we studied controllability of (deformation/velocity of deformation), controllability of the temperature or of the concentration.
As noted in [34, 111, 112] , controllability of the traction is more important then the control of velocity, since for example traction can survive solidification of a body and it can be the cause of fractures.
When A = ∆ the traction is
is the flux. When x ∈ (a, b) and for general kernels, controllability of the pair temperature/flux has been proved in [3] . and interpreted as independence of temperature and flux in [2] Note that in the standard heat equation, i.e. when Fourier law is assumed, the flux is determined by the temperature. This controllability result can be interpreted as follows (see [2] ): temperature and flux are independent for (GP) when T is large.
Controllability of the pair (stress,deformation) and (stress,velocity) is studied in [102] where it is proved that the pair (stress,velocity) is controllable after a suitable time determined by the velocity of wave propagation. Hence, stress and velocity of deformation are independent after that a sufficiently large time is elapsed. Instead, stress and deformation are not independent, but the stress and an arbitrary number of the component of the deformation (respect to the basis of the eigenfunctions) can be arbitrarily assigned. Again we note that when Hooke law hold, deformation uniquely identifies the resulting stress at every instant of time.
The arguments in [3, 102] are based on moment methods and Riesz sequences, via Bari Theorem; hence they fall in the approach (Comp) to controllability.
In the contest of the (J) equation, this problem has been studied for example in [9, 33] . The papers [19, 90, 111] study the case that the kernel is a Prony sum, and study controllability of several "components" of the stress.
Controllability of the (CG) equation
As stated already, the first paper on controllability of the (CG) equation is [6] which proves lack of exact controllability. The next significant paper, [4] , appeared almost thirty years later. This paper considers the case A = ∆ in a region Ω ⊆ IR n with distributed control acting in a subregion ω ⊆ Ω, i.e.
This paper proves approximate controllability in L 2 (Ω) by using Laplace transform and properties of analytic functions when
where α j > 0, a j ≥ 0; I j are bounded intervals and b k (s) > c k > 0 on I k is integrable 11 . In fact, approximate controllability in L 2 (Ω) holds for every H 1 relaxation kernel, as proved in [49] .
The solutions of eq. (1.1) with α > 0 are given by w(t) = u(t) + 
It is clear that t → w(t) has the same "regularity" properties as the solution of the heat equation. In particular, if A = ∆ on a region Ω and the square integrable control acts on the boundary, w(t) is only square integrable, but it is not continuous. So, "reachability" at time T makes sense only if the control f (t) has the property that w(t) is continuous at T (from the left). It is proved in [49, 50] that this class of control is sufficiently rich so to have approximate controllability in L 2 (Ω) for every T > 0 (see also [50] ). It is also possible to see from the representation (5.6) that "irregular" targets cannot be reached, i.e. exact controllability is impossible (as already proved in [6] ) precisely as in the case of the heat equation.
The heat equation is also controllable to zero: fix any final time time T > 0. There exists a control f (either distributed or acting on a part of the boundary) such that the solution u of the heath equation, i.e. the equation with N = 0 is continuous at T and satisfies u(T ) = 0 (and T > 0 can be taken arbitrarily small).
It is natural to conjecture that this property is inherited by the system with memory, i.e. that it is possible to drive w(t) to hit the target 0, w(T ) = 0, but in fact it is not so. This conjecture was disproved by exhibiting suitable counterexamples in [44, 47] and then for every H 1 kernel in [48, 49] .
Controllability with moving controls
We cited the state space approach introduced by Dafermos in [27] in order to have a "time invariant" system, which can be described via semigroup theory. In this approach the equation take into account the entire past history, from the "creation of the universe" , i.e. eq. (1.1) is rewritten in the form w ′ = αAw(s) + and the state at time t has a component which is the entire history w(s), s < T . It is clear that state space exact controllability is impossible due to causality, since the control cannot affect the past evolution, before it was applied. So, the kind of controllability we examined so far is not exact controllability in the state space, but it is a kind of relative controllability, in a sense once used in the theory of systems with delays in IR n . In spite of this limitation, it turns out that this kind of relative controllability is usefull to solve certain inverse problems (see [97, 100, 101] , see [62] for different approaches). But, it is clear that in certain applications, for example in the theory of the quadratic regulator problem on a half line, the following property would be important: The initial vector ξ is controllable to the rest if we can find T > 0 and a control u(t) with u(t) = 0 for t > T such that the corresponding solution w(t) satisfies w(t) = 0 for t > T . The system is controllable to the rest when every initial vector ξ is controllable to the rest.
Clearly, controllability to the rest is achievable only in extremely special cases (in fact, essentially when the equation is the integrated version of a wave or telegrapher's equation, see [54] ). From the other side, certain system without memory which are approximately controllable may lack controllability to zero, hence also controllability to the rest. An example is in [88] where a cure to this fact is provided: the system is controllable to zero provided that the control is applied in a region inside the body, which is not fixed but which moves in a suitable way (see also [17] ). Stimulated by these results, systems with persistent memory have been examined from the point of view of controllability with moving controls in [18, 85] . In these papers the two models (CG) and (GP) are studied, with homogeneous Dirichlet conditions and F (x, t) = 1 ω(t) g(x, t)
where g is the control, acting on the moving region ω(t) ⊆ Ω. It is proved that if the set ω(t) moves inside the set Ω and spans all of Ω in a suitable way then it is possible to achieve controllability to zero of the quantities:
(GP) model: displacement, velocity and (integrated) stress: as it is the case when N(t) = e −βt .
